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Conquering
cancer with
community
support
Art and Debra Schreck celebrated their 38th
wedding anniversary in October 2017. Just months
before, Debra was fearful that her husband may
not live to see that day.
In August 2017, Art visited MultiCare Tacoma
General Hospital for an exam on his neck where
he’d noticed a lump. Within a week, they received
the devastating news: Art had head and neck
cancer. The weeks and months that followed were
ﬁlled with surgeries and various forms of treatment
to stop the cancer from spreading.
“They took my tonsils ﬁrst, since they were closest
to where the cancer started,” Art explains. Then
came the radiation and chemotherapy.
Art chose to stay within the MultiCare system
for all of his treatments, splitting appointments
between Tacoma General and Auburn Regional
Cancer Center. The ﬁrst doctor they met with
at Tacoma General was Nehal Masood, an
oncology physician.
“When we got the diagnosis, we had maybe 10
family members in his ofﬁce,” Debra recalls. “He
took the time to explain what was going on to each
and every one of them, and answer everybody’s
questions. He was absolutely amazing.”

Art and Debra Schreck

Art and Debra were so pleased with the level of
attentiveness they received from Dr. Masood that
they chose to continue making weekly trips to
Tacoma General so that Art could receive all of
his chemotherapy under his care. For radiation
treatments, they visited the Auburn Regional
Cancer Center up to ﬁve times per week where he
would see Natalie Xu, a radiation oncologist, who
they also chose speciﬁcally for her exceptional
level of care.

Lorna is a social worker for the Cancer Center
in Auburn and had been with Art every step of
the way, listening to his needs and seeking out
resources to assist him and his family.

After a few months of treatment, the constant back
and forth became a ﬁnancial challenge. Realizing
this and not wanting Art to have to choose between
paying for gas and continuing to see the providers
he’d grown so close to, Lorna Pella found a way
to help.

Thanks to generous community donations,
Lorna provided Art and Debra with gas cards
to get him to and from his treatments. Betsy Allen,
an oncology social worker for Tacoma General,
also went above and beyond to make sure they
had the resources they needed.

“It’s vital for us to have funding that helps patients
pay for these types of barriers,” Lorna explains.
“If the patient doesn’t have the transportation
they need, treatment won’t occur, and they won’t
get better.”
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Debra says there are no words to describe how
much that support meant, especially since the
funding was made possible by people they didn’t
even know.
“There were many times when I broke down
crying to Lorna and others because we didn’t
know what to do, but they were so supportive and
helpful through it all,” she says.
Today, Art is on the road to recovery and has
even gained back 10 of the 43 pounds he lost
as a result of chemotherapy. Because the
chemotherapy and radiation were concentrated
on his neck, though, the muscles around Art’s
jaw and throat are too weak for him to chew or
swallow any food. The treatments also destroyed
his taste buds, so Art can only eat with the help of
a feeding tube.
His nutritional needs require regular visits
with a dietitian, and that’s how they met Joe
Gonzales, an oncology dietitian at the Auburn
Regional Cancer Center. Art and Debra have
gotten so close to Joe that they consider him
a trusted friend.

Art and Debra Schreck with Joe Gonzalez

In March, Art and Debra moved from Washington
to California to be closer to their son, transferring
Art’s recovery treatments to the Stanford
University School of Medicine. They couldn’t
leave Auburn before making one last stop at the
Cancer Center, and this time, it wasn’t for an
appointment.

“We just had to visit Joe one last time,” Debra
says, “to thank him for everything he and
the team have done for us. It’s made all the
difference.”

‘The little things’ help Noah battle a brain tumor
A little over an hour was all the time it took for
the Markstrom family to receive the news —
Noah, 5, had a brain tumor.

Noah spent a total of 51 days at Mary Bridge,
30 of which were on a ventilator in the Pediatric
Intensive Care Unit.

never left the hospital after Noah was admitted.
These vouchers gave Kara and I a quick meal
and a little quiet time.”

Prolonged symptoms of nausea and a refusal
to eat or drink brought Noah to MultiCare
Mary Bridge Children’s Hospital Emergency
Department on December 5, 2017. Looking
back, his parents Kara and Kyle Markstrom
are still amazed at how fast it all happened.

“Keeping Noah’s spirits up was really hard to do,
but everyone went above and beyond to help
him,” Kyle explains. “I couldn’t imagine just being
in a normal hospital setting and not having those
resources. It would’ve been unbearable.”

Noah and his family have since left the hospital,
but have not yet returned to their home in
Centralia. They temporarily relocated to
Tacoma so that Noah can receive continued
care, including daily radiation and weekly
specialist visits, as well as speech and physical
therapy. Noah’s medical journey is far from over,
but he remains in good spirits making friends
wherever he goes.

“I never even sat down. They immediately
got us in for tests and were able to ﬁgure out
what was going on very quickly,” Kyle recalls.
“It was amazing how fast and organized they
were. Within an hour, we were working on a
game plan.”
The plan was to wait at Mary Bridge until
a surgery slot opened up to remove the
tumor. Noah’s surgery was booked and
he was prepped to be transported to
the operating room at 7am, but then, the
unthinkable happened. At 6:30am, his
tumor hemorrhaged. Noah was in surgery
for more than four hours. Because of
cranial nerve damage caused by the tumor
and side effects of the hemorrhage, he
was left with a long recovery — everything
from Noah’s breathing and swallowing to
his vision and temperature regulation were
affected.

It was the small things that made the biggest
difference. Child Life Services visited Noah
regularly to give him activities and distractions
during procedures (and wheelchair races down
hospital hallways!) and the family’s social worker
provided vouchers for meals in the cafeteria.
“It was a reminder to eat,” Kyle explains. “We

This summer, Noah will
be motivating cyclists
as a spokesperson for
the Rainier Fat Tire Ride
& Run at Mary Bridge
Children’s Courage.
Courage is a weekend
cycling and camping
adventure that beneﬁts
lifesaving care
and support services
at Mary Bridge.
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“A 5-year-old should never have to go through
everything he has,” Kara explains, “But, he is a
tough little guy and we are so proud of him.”

Victory over breast cancer
Jenn Mykland’s story of survival began ﬁve years
ago with a seemingly nonthreatening rash — one
that refused to go away.
Inﬂammatory breast cancer is a rare and aggressive
form of breast cancer that is seen in about 2% of
diagnoses. Often, there is no lump or tumor that can
be detected; the symptoms start with a rash or small
irritation, like an insect bite.
By the time Jenn made it to the doctor, she was
experiencing four of the ﬁve common symptoms of
breast cancer. She was diagnosed on April 5, 2012.
Her doctor told her, “You have one job right now and
that is to ﬁght for your life.”
“Within the next week post-diagnosis, I had
appointments with oncologists and surgeons,
received brain and breast MRIs, a lymph node
biopsy and lots of lab work,” Jenn recalls. “On a
personal level, I had to share the news with friends,
family and coworkers.”
In those seven days, her cancer was also busy. It had
doubled in size.
Her treatment at the MultiCare Regional Cancer
Center included chemotherapy, radiation and a
series of surgeries, all with their own side effects.

“I lost my hair a few days after my
second treatment. I tried to do it in
style. That day, as I drove home, I put
the top down on my convertible and
let my hair fall out in the wind. I shaved
my head the next day,” Jenn says.
She developed a strength that she
didn’t even know she possessed,
with the help of her supportive family,
friends, and coworkers along the way.
To celebrate her recovery, Jenn did
something she never thought she’d do —
she got her ﬁrst tattoo, a couple of them, actually.
“Going through treatment, you get tattooed with
dots for radiation therapy. I went from no tattoos
to having ones I didn’t want. Suddenly having scars,
tattoos and complete body modiﬁcation that you
didn’t ask for is frustrating,” Jenn explains. “Rather
than be angry, I decided to embrace this and get a
survivor tattoo on my wrist and tattoos across my
stomach to cover the scars from my reconstruction.”
Jenn has been in remission for almost six years
now. She thanks her diagnosis for a change in
perspective.
“I feel blessed to have cancer because it forced me
to focus on what mattered most in my life.”

Jenn Mykland is Executive Director
of Patient Access for MultiCare
Health System, where one of her
responsibilities is to connect patients
with resources that can provide ﬁnancial
assistance.
“Treatment is so stressful on its own.
You should not have to make decisions on
whether you can afford your next meal, or
your life-saving medicine,” Jenn explains,
“Donor funding is critical to ensuring that
breast cancer patients in our community
can focus on their treatment and healing.
Everyone deserves that.”

The ‘cruise director’ of breast cancer
Many of the expenses that accompany a cancer diagnosis
are not fully covered by insurance. Throughout the years,
Donna has created programs at the Dr. Richard C.
Ostenson Cancer Center that provide services and
resources to patients.

Donna Banks has been a breast cancer nurse navigator
for 12 years with MultiCare Good Samaritan Hospital,
where she sees close to 200 new patients every year.
Patients who lovingly referred to her as the “cruise
director” of breast cancer.
When she meets a patient for the ﬁrst time, she walks
them through what she calls “Breast Cancer 101;” an
overview of what to expect based on their speciﬁc
diagnosis.
“When a woman is diagnosed, I get them to where
they need to go,” Donna explains. “I want to help people
however and whenever I can. I try to be the glue that
holds everything together.”

She started Her Peace of Mind, which offers
mammography vouchers in partnership with Diagnostic
Imaging Northwest in Puyallup. Several women have
discovered breast cancer diagnoses early thanks to
these preventative screening services. Donna also
helped establish the Pink Fund, which helps pay for
transportation costs to and from appointments, and
provides meals for families while a loved one is going
through treatment.
Her Peace of Mind and the Pink Fund are generously
funded by community donations, including signiﬁcant
support from MultiCare’s annual Come Walk With Me
breast cancer walk. The availability of this funding is vital
to Donna’s work.
“For cancer patients, these programs are literally getting
them to treatment. If I can help someone at one of the
worst times of their life, what a blessing that is to me,”
Donna explains. “It is a blessing to have an impact on my
patients and their families.”

Come Walk With Me
October 6, Sumner, WA
Come Walk With
Me is the largest
breast cancer walk in
Pierce County. Visit
comewalkwithme5k.org
to register, form a team,
join a team or make a
donation.
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Q&A with psychologist,
Dr. Joe Mitrovich:

Supporting the emotional
needs of cancer patients
Dr. Joe Mitrovich is a psychologist who provides therapy to
cancer patients throughout MultiCare Regional Cancer Center
locations in Tacoma, Gig Harbor, Auburn and Puyallup. His
position is funded by generous donor contributions through
MultiCare Health Foundation.
We talked to Dr. Mitrovich to learn more about the support
he provides.
Why is it important to treat the emotional needs
of cancer patients?
In my practice, I regularly hear from patients that at different
points in their journey, cancer can be even more challenging
to deal with emotionally than it is physically. These emotional,
social and behavioral factors have a direct effect on physical
well-being. When we treat the emotional needs of our patients,
there are physical beneﬁts.
We regularly hear from oncology doctors, nurses and care
providers about the difference therapy makes in the well-being
and functioning of cancer patients. The best part of my job is
having patients come back and share with me that they are
sleeping better or communicating better with their spouse.
Or that they are experiencing less worry and fear.
What are some of the most common issues cancer
patients struggle with?
I see cancer patients by referral who are suffering from anxiety,
depression, chronic pain, insomnia and many other issues. Given
that cancer is really a family diagnosis and tends to disrupt the
entire system, I also meet with a lot of patients and their families
to help with communication around challenging topics and
understanding how they can best support each other during
their cancer journey.
There are also many people who face
cancer alone. I see a lot of patients who
have lost spouses and have limited social
support. They need someone to process
their experience with. In one instance,
I worked with a Vietnam veteran whose
wife had died and he had no family in the
area. He would come in to the Cancer
Center for treatment, then go home
~ Dr. Joe Mitrovich
and sit in the dark. Through therapy, he
started to make meaningful connections
with people and activities he enjoyed.
He got out of that dark room and started leatherworking,
traveling and connecting with family.

“When we treat the
emotional needs of
our patients, there
are physical beneﬁts.”

What is unique about treating cancer patients?
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Cancer can include a lot of physical and emotional suffering.
In therapy, we work on developing coping strategies for both.
Therapy is about meeting the patient where they are in their
journey and providing evidence-based treatment. In working
with cancer patients, the primary presenting concern can

change quickly. One week the focus may be on managing
anxiety and the next week it may be on managing chronic pain.
Cancer is a journey that has its ups and downs. I am here for
patients whenever they enter a more trying time in their journey,
and work to provide them with the tools and resources they need
to keep going.
What is a common misconception about supporting
cancer patients?
A common misconception is that after patients complete
treatment, they don’t need as much emotional support. In fact,
one of the highest incidences of emotional distress is during the
survivorship phase. Patients experience a sense of comfort
when they are being cared for and monitored regularly during
treatment. However, when they are in remission, their anxiety
can go way up because they worry about recurrence, are working
to reestablish normalcy in their life, or continue to deal with side
effects of treatment. Some cancer patients even experience
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD). We’re planning to start
enhancing our treatment for those in remission struggling with
PTSD and offer pathways to provide help and support.
What surprises you about working with cancer patients?
The resilience and the strength of people. I look at many of my
patients and am amazed at how gracefully they navigate their
journey. In the group therapy setting, it’s also incredible to see
what they offer each other. Even though these people are going
through tough challenges themselves, they have an unbelievable
capacity to show concern and empathy and genuinely care
for others.
What is the best way to support a loved one going
through cancer?
Allow your loved one to transparently and authentically express
what they are thinking and feeling. So often, they hear that they
just need to remain positive, and they don’t want to upset others
by sharing that they are afraid or sad. However, without being
able to share how they truly feel, they often end up feeling lonely,
isolated and invalidated.
Tell your loved one, “I’m here. I’m willing and I’m able to listen
to everything you are experiencing.”

Cancer: A family diagnosis
Wake up. Kick cancer. Repeat. I’ve got this.
That’s the mantra printed on a T-shirt Daniel Alderette, 36, wears as he receives
chemotherapy treatment at MultiCare Tacoma General Hospital. For the next six months,
this will be his daily routine: 28 days of chemotherapy, 28 days off.
On January 5, 2018, Daniel and his wife Jessica drove to the Tacoma General Emergency
Department because he had been experiencing ﬂu-like symptoms. Instead of the
ﬂu diagnosis they were expecting, Daniel was diagnosed with a rare sub-type
of blood cancer — acute promyelocytic leukemia.
A cancer diagnosis, especially one as aggressive as Daniel’s, puts
mental, emotional and ﬁnancial stress on patients and their families.
With two young children and a reduced income because of Daniel’s
rigorous treatment schedule, the Alderettes were relieved when they
met oncology social worker, Betsy Allen.
“Betsy took a lot of stress off us. The ﬁrst day we met her, she offered us
so many resources. We’ve received a lot of assistance that we would not have
known about without her help,” Jessica says.
Social workers like Betsy help remove barriers to care. They work with families to
connect them with resources that can relieve stress associated with treatment.
Many of these resources are available because of donor contributions. Betsy
connected the family with ﬁnancial assistance to help with their rent.
She also asked the Mary Bridge Child Life Services team to check in on the
Alderette children, Danica, 10, and Carter, 7. Children are especially sensitive
to major life changes. Child Life Services is a donor-supported program that
works to minimize stress and anxiety on children and families.
Child Life Specialist, Kristen Bishop, ﬁlled backpacks for Danica and Carter with crayons
and books with age-appropriate information about their dad’s diagnosis.
“The services that they’ve given to support us both ﬁnancially and for our kids allow us to
focus solely on his treatment, on Daniel getting better,” Jessica explains. “We’ve got this!”

Oncology social worker supports
patients through MultiCare Gives
Betsy Allen, an oncology social worker at MultiCare
Tacoma General Hospital, cares deeply about her
patients and she’s passionate about supporting them
throughout their treatment journey. Betsy likes being
an advocate for patients who are underprivileged and
individuals who have fallen on hard times.
“I work to remove barriers. Anything that is a barrier to
patients getting quality care such as ﬁnances or transportation
ation
— I help remove that barrier,” Betsy explains.
“We had this patient who was experiencing homelessness. He worked, but he couldn’t
get housing for a few reasons. He had stage 4 cancer and we were able to ﬁnance
temporary housing for him while he received chemo. If we didn’t have those resources
for him, he would have never received treatment.”
Betsy has herself, and other generous people like her, to thank for those resources.
She also supports her patients through MultiCare Gives, an employee giving program
that directly beneﬁts MultiCare patients and families. She donates a portion of every
paycheck to the Helping Hands Fund, speciﬁcally beneﬁting the Oncology Department.

In 2017, MultiCare employees
contributed more than $550,000
to 80 different MultiCare programs
through MultiCare Gives.
Thanks to donor contributions,
more than 6,000 patients
received assistance from
the Helping Hands Fund.

“Helping Hands helps families so they don’t have to decide between food and
medication. I give because I see the difference it can make in our patients’ anxiety
levels, attitude towards treatment and ability to access the best possible care.”
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Ostenson family: A legacy of
supporting cancer patients
Dr. Lynn Ostenson always had an interest in a health care
career, but it wasn’t until her husband, Richard, convinced her
to apply for medical school that she focused on becoming
a physician. Lynn spent 25 years as a primary care doctor,
and Richard became an oncologist and established his own
practice in Puyallup.
Richard worked closely with MultiCare Good
Samaritan Hospital and other oncologists in the area
to develop a cancer center in the community. It was
named in his honor as the Dr. Richard C. Ostenson
Cancer Center.
The Ostenson Cancer Center offers a range of
free services for patients and their families such as
support groups, exercise classes, a lending library
with health-related materials, free wig ﬁttings and
more. These services are primarily supported by
private donors and funds raised by MultiCare’s
annual event, Come Walk With Me. In 2017, more
than 4,500 people utilized these services.
IIn 2004
2004, Richard himself was diagnosed with cancer. He
continued to work as an administrator for the center until he
passed away in 2005. Shortly after Richard’s passing, Lynn
became one of the founders of Good Samaritan’s Palliative
Care program — a program designed to ease the suffering
caused by a life-threatening or life-limiting illness or injury.

“I’ve always thought end-of-life care and decision-making were
important. It was extremely important to me, especially after
what I went through with my husband,” Lynn says. She served
as a physician for palliative care patients and their families until
she retired in 2012.
“When I retired, there was a shift,” she explains. “I have a
different perspective on what is important. I live every day with
gratitude and I share by giving back.”
After a long, fulﬁlling career, Lynn continues to support the
health of her community by serving as a director on the Board
of Good Samaritan Foundation. She’s so passionate about
the community, in fact, that she decided to leave a legacy in
her estate plans to support the causes she cares most about.
Her priority is to continue providing for her children and their
families, so she was pleased to discover that she could do so
and still give back through legacy giving.
Her advice to others who may be considering a unique, longlasting way to give back: “I encourage people to learn about
legacy giving. There are so many options; see how it can ﬁt into
your existing plans.”

More about Legacy Giving
Making a legacy gift is an affordable way to provide meaningful support to a cause that is
close to your heart. For Dr. Lynn Ostenson, those programs are Palliative Care and Mary Bridge
Good Samaritan Children’s Therapy Unit.
Regardless of your income or estate size, you can make an essential investment in healing and a healthy
future for your community. Contact Shelley Buck or Frank Colarusso in our Gift Planning Ofﬁce to discuss
making a charitable gift that best meets your family’s needs and supports our patients for years to come.
plannedgiving@multicare.org • 253.403.3093
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2018 Fundraising Events

Sign up now or save the date
S AT U R DAY M AY 19

Corks & Crush
Sample ﬁne wines from
Woodinville to Napa

Supporting:
Good Samaritan Hospital
Location:
Washington State Fairgrounds, Puyallup
Presenting sponsor:

CorksandCrush.org
Registration is open.

S AT U R DAY J U N E 9

Sound To Narrows
Famous 12K, 5K, 2K Junior Shufﬂe
and Diaper Dash
SoundtoNarrows.org
Registration is open.

Supporting:
MultiCare Center for Healthy Living
& Health Equity
Location:
Vassault Park to
Point Deﬁance, Tacoma
Presenting sponsor:

S AT U R DAY/S U N DAY AU G U S T 2 5 - 2 6

Mary Bridge
Children’s Courage
4 scenic bike routes, with options for
trail runners/walkers and virtual riders

Supporting:
Mary Bridge Children’s Hospital
Location:
Pack Forest, Eatonville
r:
Presenting sponsor:

RideWithCourage.org
Registration is open.
S AT U R DAY S E P T E M B E R 15

Rock The Foundation
Party for a purpose with
Big Bad VooDoo Daddy
RockTheFoundation.org

Supporting:
MultiCare Regional Cancer Center
Location:
Greater Tacoma Convention Center, Tacoma
Presenting
sponsor:

Registration opens July 1.

S AT U R DAY O C T O B E R 6

Come Walk With Me
5K breast cancer walk
ComeWalkWithMe5K.org

Supporting:
Breast health programs
at Good Samaritan Hospital
Location:
Old Cannery Furniture Warehouse, Sumner

Registration is open.

N OV E M B E R 3 0 - D E C E M B E R 1

Mary Bridge Children’s
Festival of Trees
Holiday fundraising events
and public viewing hours

Supporting:
Mary Bridge Children’s Hospital
Location:
Greater Tacoma Convention Center, Tacoma
Presenting sponsors:

FestivalofTreesTacoma.org
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Dear friends of the Foundations,

GOOD SAMARITAN FOUNDATION
2018 BOARD OF DIRECTORS

There is a common theme among cancer stories: it’s a family diagnosis. It disrupts every part
of a patient’s life — and the lives of their loved ones.

OFFICERS

Jon Edmonds, Chair
Wayne Barnard, Past Chair
Vinay Malhotra, MD, Vice Chair
Billy Korum, Secretary
Brigitte Wilkinson, Treasurer

That’s why generous community support plays such an important role in cancer care and
treatment. Not only do donors ensure that our cancer patients receive the best possible care,
donors help patients and families connect with the social and emotional support that is just as
critical in the ﬁght against cancer. And when it’s time for our loved ones battling cancer to lay
down their arms, donors support meaningful endings.

DIRECTORS

Greg Barrett
Jun Chea
Wendy Dent
Melanie Egan
Adam Ellis
Wayne Flood
Rev. Dan Gerken
Virginia Greenwood
Gretchen Herris
Darbi Krumpos
Joshua Neely
Lynn Ostenson, MD
Steven Reynolds
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We dedicate this special edition of Touching Lives to Barb Granger, a beloved member
of our Foundations’ family whom we lost to breast cancer in March. Barb worked with
us for seven years.
As Executive Director of Good Samaritan Foundation from 2007-2014, she raised
funds to support critical programs and services at MultiCare Good Samaritan Hospital,
including the original Dally Tower expansion and the Mary Bridge Good Samaritan
Children’s Therapy Unit (CTU). Fittingly, she was instrumental in Good Samaritan
Foundation’s involvement in the annual Come Walk With Me breast cancer walk.

EMERITUS DIRECTORS

Ray Dally
Don Mott, MD

We will celebrate Barb’s legacy every October at Come Walk With Me in a way that she would
ﬁnd most ﬁtting: by lacing up our sneakers and supporting women battling breast cancer. And we
will celebrate her legacy each time a child with special needs discovers new possibilities at CTU.
Throughout her life, Barb was a champion for those who needed help, and her legacy grows
deeper every day through the lives that are touched by the results of her hard work.

EX-OFFICIO DIRECTORS

Chris Bredeson
President and Chief Operating Ofﬁcer
Good Samaritan Hospital

Monica Hurley
Executive Director
Good Samaritan Foundation

Our thoughts and condolences are with her children, Brin and Mo, her family and her friends.
We will miss her giving spirit, her warmth and her positivity. And her hugs. Rest in peace, friend.

Dori Young
Vice President
Foundations of MultiCare

To those of you who have lost a loved one to cancer, we share your pain and we grieve your loss
with you. For those currently battling cancer, we stand with you — and thousands of community
members who generously support programs that serve and comfort our cancer patients stand
with you too.
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